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How Do Agates Form?
by Ashley Smith

Agates, being Minnesota’s state gemstone, are of particular interest to
many Minnesotans. For the rock hounds out there, there’s nothing quite
so satisfying as finding a good agate and examining all of its
uniqueness. But what makes these rocks so unique? How, exactly, does
an agate form? 

First, what exactly is an agate? An agate is a sedimentary rock and it is a
specific type of sedimentary rock called "micro-crystalline quartz." The
quartz part means that it is mostly made up of silicon dioxide (SiO2).
"Micro-crystalline" means that the crystals of SiO2 that bind together
(making it a sedimentary rock) are microscopic in size. Other examples
of micro-crystalline quartz are jasper, chert, chalcedony and flint. These
sedimentary rocks are unlike many of the sedimentary rocks we think of,
like sandstone and limestone, where you can see or feel the pieces that
were bound together and can even sometimes break them apart quite
easily. Conversely, micro-crystalline quartz types are often smooth,
glassy looking and very hard.   

So, how are micro-crystalline quartz sedimentary rocks formed? The first
thing you need is a vesicle in another rock. A vesicle is basically an air
bubble found in an igneous rock. Here in Minnesota, we usually find
these in basalt near the North Shore. Continued on page 2.

Every newsletter in 2021
will have 5 trivia questions
in this space. If you email
your answers to Ashley
before the next newsletter,
you will get a ticket for
each correct answer. At
the end of the year, one of
these tickets will be
randomly selected and the
winner will receive a prize
of the book "A Field Guide
to the Natural World of the
Twin Cities"!

The oldest red pine in the
state of Minnesota, at over
300 years old and standing
120 feet tall, can be found
at what park? 

What tree is self-pruning
and able to detach dead
branches from the body of
the tree? 
 

 

 
 



Basalt is an igneous rock that cooled quickly, sometimes trapping gas
bubbles in the cooling lava. Inside these vesicles within the basalt is
where the magic happens. 

Over time, fluids rich with dissolved quartz molecules and other
mineral "impurities" would find their way into these vesicles. Again,
over long periods of time, the liquid aspects of the fluid evaporate
away, leaving behind a supersaturated silica concentration. These
silica molecules start to bond together, forming the micro-crystals on
the walls of the vesicle. At a different rate, mineral impurities collect
and form a contrasting layer. Then more silica molecules form micro-
crystals on the wall and then more impurities would collect. This
banding process continues until all of the supersaturated silica
concentration is used up, leaving behind the colorful agate layers we
love seeing. 

So, these semi-precious gems were originally hidden within these
massive forms of basalt. But how did they become exposed to view?
Simply put: erosion. Over very long periods of time, the basalt has
eroded away but those SiO2 filled vesicles are made up of considerably
harder material so they erode away much slower. As the surrounding
basalt is eroded away, they eventually pop out. 

Now I know many of you are thinking: "But there are so many different
types of agates...what causes the variation?" That is a great question
that we just don’t have the space for in this article. But I can guide you
to agatelady.com/agate-basics/ where there is excellent information
that will only add to the fascination you feel when you discover a
beautiful agate on a beach or gravel path. 

How Do Agates Form? Continued
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Trivia,
Continued
In 1882, a land surveyor by
the name of Josiah A. King
and his three-man crew
are responsible for what
unique piece of Minnesota
land? 

What percentage of
Minnesota’s forest land is
harvested each year?

What is the fastest
growing tree in Minnesota? 

 

 
 

https://agatelady.com/agate-basics/
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"Changing 
the world
always 
needs

volunteers."

Volunteering Opportunities
Grapevine Nest
We are in need of someone to come to the park and build a large "nest"
made out of grapevine in our outdoor classroom area. There is some
grapevine in the area but more will need to be found in the park. This is
a good weekend project.

Park Ambassador
We would love to have more Park Host volunteers to add to our team!
Being a Park Host entails going out into the park and engaging with the
public, being available to answer general questions and being a
welcoming presence for our visitors.

Wood Working
We are looking for someone with woodworking skills that can help
build items for the Outdoor Classroom for Nature School and/or help
us make supplies for camp. This position requires a person with tools
to do the job. We will provide the materials.

Camouflage Bunnies
We are looking for 1 or 2 volunteers who would be interested in making
some camouflage bunnies (wooden cut outs in the shape of a bunny
that are painted to teach kids about camouflage). These need to be cut
out of wood and painted. We are looking for a volunteer who is
interested in doing both parts or a person interested in cutting them
out and a person interested in painting them.

Story Rocks
We are looking for a volunteer who is interested in glueing and
varnishing rocks with various nature pictures on them to be used for
preschool programs. This should be a relatively quick project.

Weekend and Evening Program Support
We are looking for volunteer support for several weekend programs.
These programs are mostly on Saturdays and Sundays, mornings,
afternoons and possibly some evenings. If you have interest in
assisting or are looking for more information about the specific
programs, a link to the dates, times and sign-up can be found in the
email that this newsletter came in.

If you have interest in any of these opportunities, please reach out to
Ashley at Ashley.Smith@ThreeRiversParks.org.


